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" we will not in any wise agree to make ourselves bondmen " *,
they preserved their freedom to belong to different com-
panies a.
The Merchant Adventurers of Newcastle assumed in the The
seventeenth century the part taken by York in the sixteenth. <*P°sition
They claimed to be ' a several and distinct Company' Newcastle.
incorporated by ' ancient charters', in virtue of which they
refused obedience to the orders of the London Company
while asserting the right to participate in its privileges 8.
London declined to recognize the Merchant Adventurers of
Newcastle as an independent body, and rebuked them for
using the title of governor. The constitution of the Merchant
Adventurers of England provided that there should be one
governor over the whole fellowship, and local bodies were
placed under a deputy governor and a subordinate court of
assistants4. An important principle was here involved.
The authority of a deputy was limited to executive functions,
so that the refusal to recognize the head of the Newcastle
Company as governor was equivalent to a denial that it had
powers of legislation. Newcastle fought the question tena-
ciously, returning unopened letters which bore the super-
scription—'To the deputy governor'5; and each side
pressed its point of view in an acrimonious and unyielding
spirit6.
Questions of finance provided a more concrete setting Financial
for the ventilation of grievances.   In 1519 Newcastle mer-
chants made a composition with the London Company to
pay yearly eight pounds " by way of impositions in the name
1 York Merchant Adventurers, 231.
*	Newcastle Merchant Adventurers, ii. 53.   For the wide connexions of
a northern merchant, see Hist. MSS. Comm. Shrewsbury, 92.
8 Newcastle Merchant Adventurers, ii. 36, 46, 52, 58. They had a
charter from Edward VI., and they also claimed, as the representative of
the merchant gild, to control the trade of the town under a charter of John :
ibid. i. p. xxxiv.
*	The appointment could be made by the head court:   Wheeler, A
Treatise of Commerce (1601), 25 ;   The Lawes, Customes and Ordinances of
the Fellowshippe of Merchantes Adventurers, 6-7, 195-196 ; Transactions of
the Roval Historical Society, N.S., xvi. 54-55-
5	" There being no person amongst us known by that appellation " :
Newcastle Merchant Adventurers, ii. 98-99 (1663).   Cl also ibid, 7-8, 34-35,
38, 52.
6	Ibid. ii. 66.
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